Grow Your Garden Veganically!
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Meg Kelly
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3 p.m. PDT, 6 p.m. EDT (adjust for your time zone)
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(See previous VSH talks at vsh.org/videos, our vshvideo channel on YouTube; Akakū TV, Hōʻike TV or on the Vegan TV show at ‘Olelo Ch. 54, 11 a.m. most Sundays)
A Vegan Society of Hawaii
FREE LIVE ONLINE EDUCATIONAL EVENT

How to grow your own fruits and vegetables using techniques that are entirely vegan and organic!

In this talk, we'll explore veganic gardening, which uses natural plant-based fertilizers, many of which you can make yourself! So you can create a garden that's sustainable, healthy, and fully vegan!

Meg (Meghan) Kelly is an advocate for veganic gardening and farming.

In 2008 Meg co-founded the Veganic Agriculture Network to promote plant-based organic food systems, and she recently organized the first online Veganic Summit.

An avid gardener, Meg has been growing food veganically for 15 years in backyards, on balconies, in community gardens, and in the countryside.

She now teaches the Learn Veganic online gardening course to empower people around the world to grow their own fruits and vegetables at home using sustainable veganic techniques.
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